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Cleveland Heights Master Plan

INTRODUCTION
The second Public Meeting for the Cleveland Heights Master Plan was held on July 14, 2016, at the
Cleveland Heights Community Center. Approximately 90 residents, business owners, and public
officials were in attendance. Attendees were asked to review action statements and place a dot in
one of two boxes indicating whether they wanted to keep the action as is or change it.
Following the Public Meeting, materials were posted online to allow additional residents to read the
materials, comment on them, and provide feedback. The survey was open from July 15, 2016, to
August 8, 2016, and was taken by 255 people.
This Results Report outlines the percentages of respondents wanting to keep an action and common
themes from commenters.

COMMON THEMES
Respondents were asked to write comments on items they wanted to change. These comments
ranged widely, but the most common themes are summarized beneath each chart. These themes
will be used to update actions to better reflect resident desires.

STRUCTURE OF DOCUMENT
This document is organized by topic area. Each topic area includes the vision statement, the number
of dots respondents placed in the ‘keep it’ box, and themes that were gleaned from the comments.

NEXT STEPS
This document as well as the specific comments written down by respondents will be used to update
the action statements. These final action statements will be presented at a final public meeting
in which residents will be asked to identify priorities. These priorities will be used to guide which
actions should be undertaken first.
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VIBRANT NEIGHBORHOODS
Cleveland Heights will be a City of strong, safe, and vibrant neighborhoods composed of a variety
of beautiful homes and buildings, well-maintained yards and greenspaces, historic districts, active
neighborhood associations, and revitalized blocks.

PERCENTAGE OF ‘KEEP IT’ DOTS
Host sessions on renovation resources*

100.0%

Develop designs for infill development*

100.0%

Become a Certified Local Government*

100.0%

Require reuse scenarios before demolition*

100.0%

Update housing management software*

100.0%

Identify at-risk historic buildings*

92.9%

Investigate a University Circle housing incentive

92.3%

Complete a housing preferences survey

90.2%

Advertise the City to growing populations

89.3%

Develop neighborhood plans

85.8%

Incentivize home repairs/renovations

85.6%

Incentivize live-work homes*

77.8%

Host a board to streamline infill development

75.4%

Assemble properties for larger redevelopments

74.9%

0.0%

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

*These items were not included in the online survey

COMMON THEMES
Respondents to the online survey and at the Public Meeting were particularly concerned with the
idea of assembling properties for larger redevelopments. While most respondents were in favor
of this action, residents wanted to ensure that larger redevelopments maintained the scale and
design of existing Cleveland Heights homes. They also wanted public involvement in the process for
approval.
Respondents also wanted to ensure that any boards convened to streamline infill development had
clear goals, a limited agenda, and a timeframe in which to complete their work. Comments indicated
that such a board should not add to an already complex and long-term volunteer environment.
Other common themes included promoting a fix-it first policy, ensuring that tax abatements are
available for existing homeowners to make repairs, considering ways to lower taxes, and ensuring
that ways to reuse vacant properties are memorialized in the plan.
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COMPLETE TRANSPORTATION NETWORK
Cleveland Heights will be a community where getting to work, meeting friends over dinner, or shopping can be accomplished easily by foot, bike, transit, or car along beautiful and well-maintained
streets that safely accommodate all users.

PERCENTAGE OF ‘KEEP IT’ DOTS
Target road repairs to streets most in need

95.4%

Advocate for improved transit

91.6%

Review intersections for walkability

91.5%

Develop consistent parking signage

89.8%

Advocate for transit amenities

88.7%

Construct the Innovation Connector trail

88.3%

Improve City gateways

86.2%

Construct the proposed bicycle network

85.4%

Add mobile payment to meters

84.6%

Adopt a complete and green streets policy

84.3%

Promote the mobile app

83.2%

Conduct parking reviews and relax overnight…

82.7%

Review sidewalks as part of housing review

79.9%

Fund streetscape improvements

79.5%

Lower parking requirements

74.6%

Consider shuttles between business districts
0.0%

67.4%
20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

COMMON THEMES
Respondents to the online survey and at the Public Meeting were least impressed by the action
calling for shuttles between business districts. Comments said the shuttles were unnecessary,
should connect neighborhoods rather than business districts, or should go to specific districts
beyond Coventry, Cedar Fairmount, and Cedar Lee.
The most comments discussed meters and overnight parking. Respondents wanted to ensure
meters will continue accepting coins, wanted to explore free parking or longer parking allowances
after 6pm, and wanted to explore an overnight ‘guest pass’ that could be purchased to allow residents’ guests to park overnight.
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ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY
Cleveland Heights will be an environmentally sustainable community that uses green infrastructure to capture and slow stormwater, encourages active transportation, and promotes state of
the art building techniques to preserve the environment.

PERCENTAGE OF ‘KEEP IT’ DOTS
Plant new trees

94.3%

Install LED lights on City streets

90.4%

Conduct a stormwater survey

89.5%

Invest in green medians and intersections

89.0%

Link incentives to green designs

83.2%

Expand bike sharing to Cleveland Heights

82.0%

Provide bike education and safety training

75.8%

Use pop-up bike infrastructure

70.8%

Enhance "Bike to Work" month support

70.2%

0.0%

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

COMMON THEMES
Respondents to the online survey and at the Public Meeting expressed in written comments that
environmental actions were less of a priority than other sections of the Master Plan. Nonetheless, a
majority of people said to keep every action.
Among those actions with high support was that the City re-plant trees. Many commenters stressed
the importance of maintaining and expanding the tree canopy as a way to beautify streets and clean
the environment.
Other comments discussed the desire for incentives for homeowners to go green, to daylight
streams where possible, and to carefully consider biking changes—feelings on the necessity of bike
improvements were mixed.
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BUSINESS FRIENDLY
Cleveland Heights will be a business-friendly community that leverages the City’s entrepreneurial
spirit, well-educated population, solid services, strong infrastructure, and proximity to world-class
institutions to foster new businesses, grow existing ones, and provide meaningful employment
opportunities.

PERCENTAGE OF ‘KEEP IT’ DOTS
Make the City a working lab for students

95.0%

Attract unique, local retailers

91.5%

Target creative industries to Mayfield Road

90.3%

Invest in broadband

89.6%

Maintain an Economic Development Director

87.2%

Develop Mayfield Road for office and tech

86.1%

Promote a culture of innovation

84.7%

Develop a business incubator

84.6%

Use consistent branding for business districts

84.0%

Develop a job creation tax incentive program

84.0%

Investigate micro-loan improvements

83.5%

Develop a cohesive City brand
0.0%

78.6%
20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

COMMON THEMES
Respondents to the online survey and Public Meeting liked the idea of investing in Mayfield Road
as an office and technology corridor; however, they noted that zoning should be updated to make
it easier to open a business in the corridor, to expand the number of allowable uses, to encourage
entrepreneurship, and to ensure that any new building reflect desired design elements. Comments
also pointed to the libraries in Cleveland Heights as being hubs for entrepreneurship that should be
partners in this effort.
Respondents also liked the idea of a cohesive City brand; however, many commenters liked the
current City logo and want to incorporate that design or elements of that design into any City
branding initiatives. Similarly, respondents liked the idea of a cohesive brand but wanted to ensure
that individual business districts can still maintain their identities within that branding system.
Finally, many comments noted that intersections and gateways into business districts should be
improved to be more attractive and safer for pedestrians.
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STRONG BUSINESS DISTRICTS
Cleveland Heights will have an appropriate number of strong, safe, and walkable neighborhood
business districts that serve the needs of local residents and attract visitors from throughout the
region to unique shopping, dining, and entertainment.

PERCENTAGE OF ‘KEEP IT’ DOTS
Develop and update lists of vacant spaces

95.5%

Enhance business district gateways

90.6%

Explore shared services for SIDs

90.5%

Improve the look of spaces for-lease

89.8%

Develop a landlord outreach program

89.7%

Begin a business inspection program

88.8%

Purchase key underutilized properties

88.0%

Conduct walkability surveys of all business
districts

87.7%

Apply for Cedar Lee entertainment district

86.5%

Get input on Severance redevelopment and
update zoning

86.5%

Conduct a retail market study

81.4%

Conduct pedestrian counts in business districts

81.2%

Evaluate a Business Repair Resource Center

80.4%

Consider down-zoning in struggling districts
0.0%

77.8%
20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

COMMON THEMES
Respondents to the online survey and Public Meeting noted that down-zoning in struggling districts
may not be necessary, but rather that expanding allowable uses could have a similarly appropriate
effect on those business districts.
Commenters also said that pedestrian counts in business districts may not be necessary.
Commenters suggested that improving walkability was more important and noted that business
district gateways should include smaller, neighborhood-scale entrances.
Finally, respondents said that a Business Repair Resource Center should be part of the existing
Home Repair Resource Center to capitalize on existing assets and knowledge at HRRC.
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HIGH-QUALITY INFRASTRUCTURE
Cleveland Heights will be a City of high-quality infrastructure and solid public services that
support and spur business activity and serve residents.

PERCENTAGE OF ‘KEEP IT’ DOTS
Link Cleveland Water upgrades to Capital
Improvement Plan

97.9%

Map planned infrastructure investments

96.3%

Establish an infrastructure review process

95.9%

Complete Sewer System Evaluation Study

95.2%

Prepare business retention plans

93.0%

Develop an infrastructure notification system

91.5%

Link investments and incentives

90.8%

0.0%

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

COMMON THEMES
Respondents to the online survey and Public Meeting liked all of the actions in this section; however,
commenters did want to clarify that any new infrastructure notification system use the existing City
web site rather than a brand new site. This would ensure that the notification system was easily
accessed and that the City would save money by not constructing a new website.
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HUB FOR ARTS AND CULTURE
Cleveland Heights will continue to be a cultural leader that supports an active arts community
through vibrant events, incorporation of art in public spaces, and support for the artists and arts
organizations that call the City home.

PERCENTAGE OF ‘KEEP IT’ DOTS
Activate existing public plazas

94.0%

Support the expansion of arts events

92.1%

Develop a single, communitywide arts calendar

90.7%

Invest in updates to Cain Park structures

89.1%

Market cultural assets

88.9%

Invest in community-supported art

86.7%

Diversity Cain Park entertainment options

85.5%

Build the block group structure

83.2%

Host a signature arts event

80.6%

Map existing and potential arts locations

79.5%

Offer a "Business of the Arts" Class
0.0%

77.5%
20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

COMMON THEMES
Respondents to the online survey and Public Meeting were supportive of the actions to invest in
Cain Park and improve the entertainment options there, with many respondents writing in favor
of such improvements. Commenters wanted to add accessibility of the park as a goal for future
improvements.
Respondents were also in favor of activating existing public spaces, especially the site at Lee and
Meadowbrook. Commenters said such a space could be a unifier and draw for the Cedar Lee district.
Finally, some residents wanted to expand the definition of the arts to include the local food scene as
an active component of Cleveland Heights’ culture. This could be done by supporting local chefs and
advocating for the continuation of food-inspired events.
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DIVERSE AND OPEN COMMUNITY
Cleveland Heights will continue to be a diverse community that is open and welcoming to all who
choose to call the City home.

PERCENTAGE OF ‘KEEP IT’ DOTS
Enhance emergency responders' diversity
outreach and training

84.4%

Advertise accessible homes

83.8%

Promote the Fair Practices Board

83.3%

Review the City's language policies

79.4%

Train employees on multicultural population

77.2%

Develop low-income artist housing

75.9%

Encourage universal design
0.0%

68.1%
20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

COMMON THEMES
Respondents to the online survey and Public Meeting consistently rated universal design as among
the least popular actions. Comments showed that respondents were concerned that requirements
for universal design would dampen an already weak market for new construction and wanted to
ensure that any universal design features would be administered in a way that does not stop new
development or hinder affordability.
Some commenters noted that training for employees should include not just the multi-cultural
population but also training on how to work with people with disabilities and mental health issues.
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SAFE AND ENGAGED COMMUNITY
Cleveland Heights will continue to be a community of active and engaged citizens that pursues
innovative partnerships with local and regional groups critical for providing safe communities,
resilient neighborhoods, and strong schools.

PERCENTAGE OF ‘KEEP IT’ DOTS
Continue to host public meetings

95.5%

Collaborate to accomplish the Master Plan

94.5%

Map crime hot-spots

93.4%

Implement the Safe Routes to School Plan

92.6%

Seek funding for police foot and bike patrols

92.4%

Develop a collaborative planning culture

90.5%

Establish a Joint Planning Council with University
Heights

90.2%

Promote additional family events

89.9%

Organize a young professionals board

87.2%

Advertise the neighborhood watch program

85.2%

Form a CDC

82.4%

Match existing and new school system families

77.8%

Market City schools
0.0%

76.4%
20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

COMMON THEMES
Respondents to the online survey and Public Meeting were mixed on the desire to market City
schools, with many commenters believing the schools require improvement before any marketing
campaign could be successful.
Other commenters said the City and proposed CDC should work in tandem with surrounding
communities beyond just University Heights but also Cleveland, East Cleveland, South Euclid, and
Shaker Heights. This was especially true of East Cleveland given present merger discussions and East
Cleveland’s ownership of a portion of Forest Hill Park.
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A HEALTHY COMMUNITY
Cleveland Heights will be a City of optimal physical health and general well-being through access
to healthy foods, a strong park system, and healthy homes.

PERCENTAGE OF ‘KEEP IT’ DOTS
Reuse vacant properties for community gardens

94.7%

Assess City parks for infrastructure needs

93.6%

Partner with CHUH Schools for shared use
agreements

92.6%

Promote regularly occuring farmers' markets

91.3%

Promote the lead remediation program

91.2%

Partner with CWRU for a shared use agreement

90.4%

Promote a robust code enforcement program

90.4%

Ensure all facilities are ADA accessible

90.3%

Develop a long-term plan for the former Coventry
Elementary School
Conduct a cohesive Forest Hill through Cain Park
plan

89.2%
87.6%

Implement a healthy corner store initiative

87.1%

Undertake a parks needs assessment

86.1%

Develop Citywide wayfinding

81.5%

Ensure all households are within a 1/2 mile of a
park
0.0%

75.6%
20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

COMMON THEMES
Respondents to the online survey and Public Meeting liked all of the actions in this section; however,
some residents questioned whether the prospect of ensuring all households are within a 1/2 mile
of a park was feasible or wise. Some residents said the statement should be that all households
are within a half mile of a park or community garden while others believed the City should focus on
existing parks.
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SEVERANCE TOWN CENTER
PERCENTAGE OF ‘KEEP IT’ DOTS
Gather input on concepts and update zoing

86.5%

Option 1: Movie Set

51.6%

Option 2: Regional Park + High Density

46.8%

Option 3: Low Density

34.0%

Option 4: Lifestyle
0.0%

31.7%
20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

COMMON THEMES
Overall, respondents to the online survey and Public Meeting want to see redevelopment concepts
for Severance and would like to update zoning to correspond to that development concept.
In terms of individual options, respondents liked Option 1 the best; however, a large number
questioned whether the economics of a movie set made this a realistic alternative. Residents wanted
more details on whether such a movie set would be financially successful.
For specific parts of Option 1, residents wanted to see the movie set more concentrated at the
eastern end of the site, leaving Dave’s and Home Depot more readily accessible to residents.
Option 2 was the second most popular option; however, a majority of people marked ‘Change it’ to
this option. The predominant issue with Option 2 was the inclusion of the golf course, which numerous people said was not appropriate for the site given the proximity to closed Oakwood Golf Course
and the desire for more active uses that all residents could use.
The second most discussed issue with Option 2 was the replacement of Dave’s and Home Depot.
Respondents appreciate having access to those stores and would like to see these types of stores
replicated in a new development.
Option 3 and Option 4 were not popular among residents. Respondents did not want to see new
single-family homes when existing ones were having difficulty selling elsewhere in the City, and
respondents did not like Option 4 as the sea of parking related to a lifestyle center was inconsistent
with the walkable standards of the City. Respondents also did not like the idea of a new, competing
retail destination when other business districts are already struggling with vacancy issues.
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FUTURE LAND USE/CORE STRATEGY
PERCENTAGE OF ‘KEEP IT’ DOTS
Codify walkability

90.6%

Use the Core Strategy

83.7%

Establish minimum height standrds

82.9%

Future Land Use map

82.2%

Consider multi-family rezonings near business
districts

77.7%

Update zoning for small lot development

77.7%

Allow accessory dwelling units
0.0%

57.0%
20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

COMMON THEMES
Respondents to the online survey and Public Meeting were generally in favor of the Future Land
Use map; however, comments indicated that the Future Land Use map should be updated to better
include institutional uses for current school, park, and church sites.
The other most discussed item was the accessory dwelling units. With only 57.7% of respondents in
favor of allowing accessory dwelling units, this action was among the least popular in the survey.
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